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&e growing demand for Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) technology has necessitated the establishment of a vast and
ever-growing network of International GNSS Service (IGS) tracking stations worldwide. &e IGS provides highly accurate and
highly reliable daily time-series Zenith Tropospheric Delay (ZTD) products using data from the member sites towards the use of
GNSS for precise geodetic, climatological, andmeteorological applications. However, if for reasons like poor internet connectivity,
equipment failure, and power outages, the IGS station is inaccessible or malfunctioning, and gaps are created in the data archive
resulting in degrading the quality of the ZTD and precipitable water vapour (PWV) estimation. To address this challenge as a
means of providing an alternative data source to improve the continuous availability of ZTD data and as a backup data in the event
that the IGS site data are missing or unavailable in West Africa, this paper compares the sitewise operational Vienna Mapping
Functions 3 (VMF3) ZTD product with the IGS final ZTD product over five IGS stations in West Africa. Eight different statistical
evaluation metrics, such as the mean bias (MB), mean absolute error (MAE), root mean squared error (RMSE), Pearson
correlation coefficient (r), coefficient of determination (r2), refined index of agreement (IAr), Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient of ef-
ficiency (NSE), and the fraction of prediction within a factor of two (FAC2), are employed to determine the degree of agreement
between the VMF3 and IGS tropospheric products. &e results show that the VMF3-ZTD product performed excellently and
matches very well with the IGS final ZTD product with an averageMB,MAE, RMSE, r, r2, NSE, IAr, and FAC2 of 0.38 cm, 0.87 cm,
1.11 cm, 0.988, 0.976, 0.967, 0.992, and 1.00 (100%), respectively. &is result is an indication that the VMF3-ZTD product is
accurate enough to be used as an alternative source of ZTD data to augment the IGS final ZTD product for positioning and
meteorological applications in West Africa.

1. Introduction

&e impact of the Earth’s neutral atmosphere on GNSS
signals has become a major concern in GNSS Positioning,
Navigation, and Timing (PNT) applications. GNSS signals
experience bending and delay due to variations in refrac-
tivity along the signal transmission path, which increases the
signal path length travelled more than the actual geometric
distance between the satellite in view and the receiver [1, 2].
&is introduces an error in the measured range and degrades
the positioning accuracy, particularly the vertical compo-
nent [3].

&e influence of the troposphere on GNSS signals ranges
from about 2.0 to 2.6m in the zenith direction to about 20 to
28m near the horizon and at lower elevation angles [4]. &e
fact that tropospheric delay cannot be removed by a com-
bination of dual or multifrequency GNSS observations
owing to its nondispersive nature unlike the ionospheric
delay, and the tropospheric delay is considered as the major
error source in GNSS applications and, therefore, remains a
major challenge and a growing concern to GNSS users.
Precise modelling and/or mitigation is therefore required for
precise positioning and navigational applications. Moreover,
precise estimates of tropospheric delay can as well be utilised
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to infer precipitable water vapour (PWV) in the atmosphere
with high spatial and temporal resolution [5, 6]. Information
about the retrieved PWV is essential for numerical weather
prediction (NWP) such as weather forecasts and nowcasting,
climate change research, and other atmospheric studies
[7–10].

With the growing demand of GNSS technology, a dense
network of permanent and continuously operating IGS
tracking stations have been established and deployed
worldwide towards the use of GNSS for precise geodetic,
climatological, and meteorological applications. Due to the
high inhomogeneous spatial and temporal variation in water
vapour content in the atmosphere, precise modelling of
tropospheric delay has been a major challenge to researchers
in the GNSS community [11]. For this reason, several ap-
proaches and models have evolved over the years towards
the quantification and mitigation of tropospheric delay [8].
&e models are categorised into surface meteorological
parameter-dependent models [12–14] and user location and
time-dependent models [15–17].

&e IGS is also committed to providing, among other
products, high-quality continuous daily time-series ZTD for
all IGS ground sites, estimated using precise point posi-
tioning (PPP) technique coupled with IGS precise orbit and
clock corrections, and observational data in RINEX format
generated by each IGS site [18]. &e quality of the IGS-ZTD
estimation depends on the quality and continuous daily
availability of observational data from the various IGS
stations [18]. However, if for some reasons such as poor
internet connectivity, equipment failure, and electric power
outages [19], the IGS sites are inaccessible or absent, gaps are
created in the observational data archive owing to incon-
sistency in data streaming, and the quality of the tropo-
spheric delay estimation is degraded [20], which
subsequently inhibits the quality and continuous retrieval of
the PWV by the IGS sites.

West Africa, due to its geographic location, is highly
vulnerable to the impacts of climate change, global warming,
and climate variability [21]. According to [22], the West
African Monsoon (WAM) system has been an important
area of research in recent decades, as this was driven by the
need to understand the mechanisms related to climate
variability (intraseasonal and interannual variability) and
severe droughts in West Africa. To improve the under-
standing and predictability of the WAM system in terms of
its physical and chemical processes, the African Monsoon
Multidisciplinary Analysis (AMMA) project was created.
One of the main priorities of the AMMA project is to model
and examine the influence of the atmospheric water cycle/
circulation patterns (spatiotemporal variability), so as to
better predict its impact on weather and climate in West
Africa [23]. Recently, GNSS technology through the concept
of GNSS meteorology [5, 6] has proven to play a critical role
in monitoring climate change and weather studies [19] as
previously indicated. In relation to [24], GNSS has the
potential of detecting and tracking extreme weather changes
such as thunderstorms. Moreover, as stated in [19], the
spatiotemporal characteristics of climate weather and its
processes can be well studied using GNSS-ZTD since this is

an important parameter of the atmosphere. &e potential of
GNSS observations for retrieving tropospheric water vapour
in Africa for meteorological applications has been demon-
strated in several studies, some as a means of advancing the
course of the AMMA project in Africa. Walpersdorf et al.
[23] assess the availability and quality of GNSS data from the
IGS tracking stations in Africa for meteorological applica-
tions (first obtaining ZTD from which PWV can be inferred
from) for use in the AMMAproject. Isioye et al. [24] likewise
evaluated the potential for observing the African weather
with GNSS remote sensing. &e study assessed the status of
existing GNSS reference networks in the African region for
meteorological applications. Bock et al. [22] also observed
the WAM with ground-based GNSS receivers as part of the
AMMA project. PWV data retrieved from GNSS-ZTD were
evaluated against NWP models and radiosonde humidity
data. &e study revealed the great potential of using GNSS to
investigate many atmospheric processes of the WAM. &e
authors in [25] worked on the preliminary study of GNSS
meteorology techniques in Algeria. &e study proposed a
weighted mean temperature (Tm) model (AWMTE:
Algerian weighted mean temperature equation) for the re-
trieval of PWV in Algeria. Pottiaux et al. [26] performed a
comparative study of PWV estimated from GNSS obser-
vations using radiosondes and ERA-interim data in Algeria.
&e results showed the promising potential of GNSS for
meteorological applications in Algeria. Isioye et al. [27]
likewise investigated the performance of GNSS-derived
PWV with PWV retrieved from Atmospheric Infrared
Sounder (AIRS) and ERA-Interim data from Nigeria. &e
results showed that GNSS-PWV provides a useful source of
humidity information which can be utilised to improve the
water cycle in numeric weather models (NWMs) for various
applications in Nigeria. Furthermore, as means of enhancing
PWV retrieval from GNSS ground-based receivers in West
Africa, Isioye et al. [28] developed three regional Tm models
(NWMTE-I, II, and III: Nigerian weighted mean temper-
ature equation) based on datasets obtained from the United
States National Centres for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) or National Centre for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) reanalysis II and radiosondes within the West
African region. &e study recommended NWMTE-III for
users in Nigeria, while NWMTE-II for users in the West
African region. Interestingly, for the first time in Ghana,
Acheampong et al. [29] comparatively studied PWV esti-
mation using GNSS observations in Ghana and datasets
from ERA-Interim and NCEP reanalysis. &e study dem-
onstrated that PWV can be obtained with high precision
from GNSS signals in Ghana. Additionally, the authors in
[30] studied the application of prediction models (regression
and time-series) for predicting GNSS-PWV over four IGS
stations inWest Africa.&e study reported the quadratic and
autoregression models as the most appropriate regression
and time-series models, respectively, for the prediction of
PWV in West Africa. Ssenyunzi et al. [19] evaluated the
accuracy and variability of GNSS-derived ZTD over 4
countries (Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, and Rwanda) within
the East African tropical region using data collected from 5
IGS stations, 4 Africa Array stations, and 4 Malawi Rifting
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stations. &e experimental results did indicate that GNSS-
derived ZTD can be assimilated into NWP models for
meteorological applications in the East African region.
Ssenyunzi et al. [31] assessed the performance of ERA5 data
in retrieving PWV over East African tropical region.

All of these studies suggest that GNSS-derived ZTD may
be useful for improving the amount of water vapour retrieval
from the atmosphere for meteorological applications in
African and for the study and monitoring of the West
African Monsoons. However, on account of [23, 24], there
are no observations of water vapour in Africa, as there are no
operational GNSS networks for GNSS meteorology. &us, a
significant increase in the number of GNSS stations in Africa
(which can be done by utilizing the existing permanent
GNSS stations and installing new ones) is very important. In
line with [22–24], continuous time-series observations from
these GNSS stations provide continuous PWV retrieval, an
important tool for studying and monitoring the total at-
mospheric humidity, which is a significant component of the
water cycle and associated atmospheric processes (such as
convection and precipitation) that are of key importance in
the WAM system and the AMMA project at large. Hence, a
better understanding of climate and weather patterns re-
quires more comprehensive datasets. Nonetheless, the Af-
rican IGS stations, apart from being limited in number, are
also noted for having large data gaps [23, 24, 31], as shown in
Figure 1, and hence lack providing continuous daily time-
series data which is resourceful and adequate to provide high
spatial and temporal resolution ZTD data for precise po-
sitioning and meteorological applications in the region [32].
Data gaps associated with African GNSS/IGS stations re-
main a major concern, and therefore, the need to investigate
alternative methods for predicting ZTD to augment/im-
prove the continuous availability of ZTD data at the IGS
stations in West Africa is very crucial since the studies
discussed above were unable to address or offer alternative
solutions to this problem.

In recent years, numeric weather prediction (NWP)
reanalysis data have been used to retrieve ZTD by many
research institutes as a means of improving space geodetic
techniques such as GNSS [33]. One such institution is the
Vienna Mapping Functions (VMFs) service, formally the
Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS) atmosphere
project developed at TU Wien. &e VMF service, among
other products, provides daily continuous time-series site-
specific ray-traced zenith tropospheric delay (VMF3-ZTD)
products, derived from the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-Interim re-
analysis data with a temporal resolution of 6 hours daily and
at four epochs (00, 06, 12, and 18 UT) for IGS stations
around the world. &is product can be used to improve the
accuracy of GNSS positioning and retrieval of water vapour
for meteorological applications [17, 33].

&is paper aimed at comparing and evaluating exten-
sively the performance of the site-specific VMF3-ZTD
product for IGS stations with the IGS final ZTD product in
West Africa using eight different statistical evaluation
metrics with the purpose of assessing its suitability and
applicability for use as follows:

(i) A backup data in the event that the IGS-ZTD data is
inaccessible at the IGS tracking stations in West
Africa, as a means of improving continuous data
availability.

(ii) An additional ZTD data source for estimating PWV
that can help improve continuous observations of
water vapour in West Africa for meteorological
applications and scientific investigations such as
improving climate models to better understand the
impact of climate change in the region, which will
ultimately have a direct impact on agriculture, water
resources, and energy.

&is study will go a long way towards addressing data
gap issues with the West African IGS stations and also
enhance research on GNSS and meteorological applications
in the region.

Quite a limited number of studies have been conducted in
recent years to evaluate the performance of VMF-ZTD or
GGOS-ZTD products. &e authors in [34, 35] evaluated and
analysed the global precision and accuracy of the GGOS-ZTD
grid products and its application in PPP. Compared with the
IGS-ZTD data, the results showed that a mean bias of (2017:
−0.54 cm, 2018: −0.57 cm) and a mean RMS of (2017: 1.31 cm,
2018: 1.83 cm) were accurate enough for real-time positioning
and navigational applications. Li et al. [36] also assessed the
performance of the GGOS-ZTD grid products over China
against the IGS-ZTD products. &e results did indicate that a
mean bias of −0.40 cm and a mean RMS of 2.30 cm were
sufficient for ZTD correction and model establishment for
GNSS positioning and navigational applications in China.
Yuan et al. [37] evaluated the forecast VMF1 (VMF1-FC)
gridded data for real-time tropospheric delay modelling in
GNSS. &e study investigated the performance of the VMF1-
FC model in terms of its ZHD, ZWD, and mapping functions
compared to the empirical models, global pressure and
temperature 2 (GPT2), and GPT2 wet (GPT2w) using 28
global IGS stations over a period of 70 days in a PPP context.
&e results showed that the VMF1-FC model outperformed
the GPT2 and GPT2w models and recommended its
implementation in real-time GNSS applications for modelling
tropospheric delays. Putri et al. [38] assessed the performance
of VMF3-mapping function for GNSS stations in Indonesia
using PPP. Compared to VMF1mapping function and Global
Mapping Function (GMF), the results showed comparable
performance for the VMF3 and VMF1 mapping functions.
&e study recommended the use of VMF1 and VMF3 as
mapping function models in Indonesia for PPP applications.
Nevertheless, these assessments were made on the basis of the
VMF1 grid product and the VMF3-mapping function, but no
assessment of the VMF3-ZTD site-specific product has been
carried out for IGS stations, particularly in the West African
region.

2. Tropospheric Delay

&e troposphere forms the lower portion of the neutral
atmospheric layer up to around 50 km [39]. &e effect of the
troposphere on GNSS signals is called tropospheric delay,
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which induces an extra delay on GNSS measurements.
Tropospheric delay is a function of the total refractivity (N),
which depends on pressure (P (mbar or hpa)), temperature
((T (K)), and relative humidity (RH (%)), or water vapour
partial pressure (e (mbar or hpa)) along the signal trans-
mission path as well as the location of the receiver antenna.
&e total delay computed in the zenith direction is called the
zenith tropospheric/total delay (ZTD), which is the sum of
the zenith hydrostatic delay (ZHD) and the zenith wet delay
(ZWD). &e ZHD accounts for about 90% of the ZTD and
can easily be modelled or predicted to submillimetre ac-
curacy by empirical prediction models using surface me-
teorological observations, whereas the ZWD accounts for
the remaining 10% of the ZTD, and in contrast to the ZHD,
it cannot be precisely modelled or predicted due to its large
spatial and temporal variability [40, 41]. &e troposphere is
characterized as being a nondispersive medium for radio-
frequencies up to 15GHz, and hence, its effect is inde-
pendent of GNSS frequencies and therefore affects the
carrier phase and code measurements equally [42].

Following [2, 5, 43], the ZTD can be calculated by in-
tegration of the total refractivity (N) along the signal
transmission path, s, via the troposphere as

ZTD � 10−6


s
N(s)ds. (1)

N can be separated into hydrostatic (Nd) and wet (Nw)
components caused by dry gases (mainly N2 and O2) and
water vapour, respectively, as [42] follows:

N � Nd + Nw. (2)

&e refractivity (N) can be related to the meteorological
parameters (P, T, and e) as [44] follows:

N � k1
Pd

T
 
√√√√

Nd

+ k2
e

T
+ k3

e

T2 
√√√√√√√√√√

Nw

,
(3)

where Pd � P+ e is the partial pressure of the dry gases (in
hpa) and k1, k2, and k3 are refractivity constants whose

values according to [6] are given as k1 � 77.60 ± 0.05K/hpa,
k2 � 70.40 ± 2.2K/hpa, and k3 � 373900 ± 1200K2/hpa.

Equation (3) can further be rewritten with the as-
sumption that the air in the troposphere behaves as an ideal
gas, and equation (3) becomes [37, 45]

N � k1
P

T
  + k2′

e

T
+ k3

e

T
2  � Nh + Nw, (4)

where k2′ � k2 − k1 for NWPmodels andN can be computed
as [8, 37, 46–49] follows:

N � k1
P − e

T
+ k2

e

T
+ k3

e

T
2. (5)

Here, P and T are based on pressure-level data and e
computed as

e � q × P/0.622, (6)

where q is the specific humidity (in kg/kg or unitless).
Equation (1) can be expanded to

ZTD � 10−6

TOA

h
Nd(h)dh

√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√
ZHD

+ 10−6

TOA

h
Nw(h)dh

√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√
ZWD

,
(7)

where h is the height of the station or receiver antenna and
TOA is the top of the atmosphere.

For NWP models, the final ZTD is computed as follows
[8, 37, 46–49]:

ZTD � ZHDtop + ZTDlevel, (8)

where ZHDtop is the delay at the top-level computed using
Saastamoinen model as follows [12]:

ZHDtop � 0.002277 ·
Ptop

1 − 0.00266 · cos(φ) − 2.8 × 10−7
htop

,

ZTDlevel � 10−6


htop

h
Ndh � 10−6



top

i�1
NiΔsi,

(9)

BJCO CGGN CPVG DAKR YKRO
2015 340 44 3 44 362
2016 302 130 256 345 302
2017 290 0 53 291 315
2018 170 0 284 242 69
2019 92 0 319 323 132
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Figure 1: Data availability (in days) for the IGS stations in West Africa from 2015 to 2019, indicating the stations’ varying performance of
data acquisition.
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where Ptop is the pressure at the top level (in hpa), φ is the
latitude of the station; htop is the top-level altitude (in
meters); Ni is the total refractivity at the i-th level, computed
using Equation (5); top is the number of levels of the NWP
model; and ∆si is the geometric distance (in meters) between
the i-th and (i+ 1)-th layer of the NWP model given as
follows [47]:

Δsi � Zi+1 − Zi, (10)

where Z represents the height of the pressure level (in
meters).

With an appropriate mapping function and using the
satellite elevation angle (θ) as input, the ZTD can be resolved
into the slant tropospheric delay (STD) as follows:

STDt
r � ZHD × MFh(θ) + ZWD × MFw(θ). (11)

For the PPP technique, ZTD is estimated using the GNSS
observation equation of the ionosphere-free linear code and
phase combinations and all needed ancillary information as
follows [38, 48]:

STD � ZHD · MFh(θ) + ZWD · MFw(θ)+

MFG · cot(θ) · GN · cos(A) + GE · sin(A) ,

(12)

and ZTD can finally be computed as

ZTD � STD ·
1

MF(θ)
, (13)

where MFh and MFw represent the hydrostatic and wet
mapping functions, SHD and SWD are the slants hydrostatic
and wet tropospheric delays, A is the azimuth angle, MFG is
the gradient mapping function, and GN andGE represent the
horizontal north and east gradients.

&e ZWD can then be converted to PWV for meteo-
rological applications using a conversion factor pie (Π) as
follows [6]:

PWV � Π∗ZWD. (14)

Π is dimensionless and can be determined from [50]:

Π �
106

k3/Tm(  + k2′( ρwRw

, (15)

where Rw is the specific gas constant for water vapour (461.5
JKg−1K−1), ρw is the density of water (998 kgm−3), Tm is the
weighted mean temperature in kelvin (K), and k2′ is re-
fractivity constant (16.52 K/hpa). Tm can be obtained from
global or regional Tm models such as follows [5]:

Tm � 0.72 · Ts + 70.2. (16)

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Study Area. &is study was conducted using five IGS
stations located in five West African countries, namely,
Nigeria (CGGN), Benin (BJCO), Cote d’Ivoire (YKRO),
Senegal (DAKR), and Cape Verde (CPVG). &e West

African region lies between latitudes 0°N and 25°N and
longitudes 20°W and 20°E. &e details of the stations and
their visual locations are shown in Table 1 and Figure 2,
respectively.

3.2. ZTD Datasets. &e study used the daily sitewise oper-
ational VMF3 (“VMF3_O”) ZTD product for IGS stations
and the IGS final ZTD products for a period of five years
from 2015 to 2019.&e following subsections summarize the
datasets used in this study.

3.2.1. VMF3-ZTD Data. &e Vienna Mapping Function
(VMF) service (https://vmf.geo.tuwien.ac.at/) provides both
gridded and sitewise ray-traced VMF1 and VMF3 tropo-
spheric products as open-access data for global and more
than 500 IGS stations users.&ey are generated based on ray-
traced delays at 3°elevation using NWPmodel data spanning
2001 to 2010 from the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA-40 and ERA-Interim
reanalysis data, respectively [38]. &ey are provided every 6
hours daily at four epochs (00, 06, 12, and 18 UT) and at 23 h
UT the next day [51]. VMF3 is the successor of VMF1 re-
alized on both 1° × 1° and 5°× 5 ° global grids [17]. &e
sitewise tropospheric delay products provided for the IGS
stations include ZHD, ZWD, meteorological parameters like
pressure (P), temperature (T), and water vapour partial
pressure (e), and mapping function coefficients for both
hydrostatic (ah) and wet (aw) components. &e ZTD is
obtained by adding ZHD and ZWD. &e VMF3-ZTD data
are available at https://vmf.geo.tuwien.ac.at/trop_products/
GNSS/VMF3/.

3.2.2. IGS-ZTDData. &e IGS also publishes daily final ZTD
products based on PPP techniques combined with IGS
precise final orbit and clock solutions for all IGS ground-
based tracking stations with an accuracy of about 4mm.&e
zenith delays are computed at an interval of 5 minutes from
the IGS stations and are released with 4-week latency [18].
&e IGS-ZTD products are mostly used as a standard ref-
erence to validate other models or products owing to its
high-accurate ZTD estimate. &e IGS-ZTD data are avail-
able at ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/gps/products/
trop_new.

3.3. Methodology

3.3.1. ZTD Extraction. &e downloaded daily datasets were
extracted into Microsoft Excel for easy exploration and
analysis. &e extractions were done using coded scripts or
m-files, “read_vmfGNSS.m,” and “ReadIGSTrop.m” written
in Matlab programming language for this study. For the
VMF3-ZTD data, the “read_vmfGNSS.m” m-file was used to
extract all the needed parameters in the data file. &e pa-
rameters extracted were ZHD and ZWD for each epoch (00,
06, 12, and 18 UT) daily and the first epoch (00 h UT) of the
next day to obtain complete data for 24 hours or 23 h UT. No
interpolation or extrapolation was performed since the
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sitewise parameters are computed at station height, and
therefore, no extrapolation was required to transfer from
grid height to station height. &e daily mean ZHD (ZHD)

and mean ZWD (ZWD) were found by summing all the
daily epochs (00, 06, 12, and 18 UT) and the first epoch (00 h
UT) the next day and dividing by 5 to obtain the complete
daily (24 hours) average datasets as follows:

ZHD �
ZHD00 + ZHD06 + ZHD12 + ZHD18 + ZHD00nextday

5
,

ZWD �
ZWD00 + ZWD06 + ZWD12 + ZWD18 + ZWD00nextday

5
.

(17)

&e mean daily ZTD (ZTDvmf 3)) is obtained as

ZTDvmf 3 � ZHD + ZWD. (18)

Likewise, the IGS-ZTD data were also extracted using the
“ReadIGSTrop.m” m-file. Since the IGS-ZTD is computed at
an interval of 5 minutes (temporal resolution) for each day,
the mean ZTD (ZTDigs) was also calculated for the entire
day (24 h) for each file, by summing all the ZTDs at each
epoch and dividing by the total number of epochs in the file,
presented as

ZTDigs � 
n

i�1

ZTDe

n
, (19)

where n� 288 is the total number of epochs and ZTDe is the
ZTD at each epoch.

For each IGS station, the two datasets (VMF3-ZTD and
IGS-ZTD) were compared and the corresponding days of
data availability were extracted and sorted for analysis.
Figure 3 provides a summary flow of the methodology. &e
total number of days of data available for each station in a
given year within the study period is also shown in Figure 1.

3.3.2. Performance Evaluation. To evaluate the performance
of the VMF3-ZTD product with respect to the IGS final ZTD
product over West Africa, the IGS final ZTD data at the five
West African IGS stations for the entire five-year period
were taken as references for comparison. To conduct an in-
depth and insightful evaluation and comparison, several
statistic evaluation indicators are necessary. Hence, the
following selected number of statistical indicators, mean bias
(MB), mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error
(RMSE), refined index of agreement (IAr), Nash–Sutcliffe
coefficient of efficiency (NSE), Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient (r), coefficient of determination (r2), and the fraction of
predictions within a factor of two (FAC2) [52–55] are
computed. Equations for the computation of these indica-
tors are provided as follows:

MB �
1
N



N

i�1
Mi − Oi( , (20)

MAE �
1
N



N

i�1
Mi − Oi


, (21)

Table 1: IGS stations in West Africa selected for this study.

Site City Country Latitude Longitude Ellip. height (m) Period of data
BJCO Cotonou Benin 6.3847°N 02.4500°E 30.700 2015–2019
YKRO Yamoussoukro Cote d’Ivorie 6.8706°N 05.2401°W 270.000 2015–2019
CGGN Toro Nigeria 10.1231°N 09.1183°E 916.695 2015–2016
DAKR Dakar Senegal 14.7212°N 17.4395°W 51.000 2015–2019
CPVG Espargos Cape Verde 16.7321°N 22.9349°W 94.089 2015–2019
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Figure 2: Map of West Africa showing the locations of the five IGS stations used.
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(25)

FAC2 � 0.5≤
Mi

Oi

≤ 2.0, (26)

where Mi and Oi represent the ith modelled (VMF3) and
observed (IGS) ZTDs, respectively, and M and O their re-
spective means. N is the total number of observations.

An interesting perspective on model performance is
provided by the performance measures/metrics indicated
above. &ey can be categorised into the following [53, 56]:

(i) Measures of difference or error index (MB, MAE,
and RMSE)

(ii) Measures of correlation (r and r2)
(iii) Measures of efficiency (NSE, IAr, and FAC2). &ese

measures or indicators are less common in the
GNSS field.

&e MB provides an indication of whether the mean
VMF3-ZTD predictions are under (value when negative) or
over (value when positive) estimated. &e MAE also indi-
cates the magnitude of the mean error regardless of whether
it is over or underestimated, while the RMSE provides an
overall measure of how close the VMF3-ZTD values are to
the IGS values.&e smaller the MB, MAE, and RMSE values,
the better the model (VMF3) predictions. &e MB, MAE,
and RMSE are the most widely used forecast evaluation
metrics in the field of GNSS.

r provides a measure of collinearity between the VMF3
and IGS datasets. It is scaled such that it ranges from –1 to
+1. r� 0 indicates that there is no linear relationship between
the two datasets (VMF3 and IGS), and the relationship
intensifies as the absolute value of r increases, eventually
approaching a straight line as the coefficient approaches –1
or +1. &e r value closer to 1 implies a high degree of as-
sociation between the IGS and VMF3 datasets (i.e., good
model performance). r2 (r-squared) is the squared value of r
and indicates howmuch of the total variation in the IGS data
is explained by the VMF3-ZTD prediction. r2 value is in the
range of 0 and 1 or 0% and 100%.

NSE determines the relative magnitude of the residual
variance compared to the variance of the observed data [55].
As reported in [57], NSE provides a more direct measure of
the agreement between the observed (IGS) and predicted
(VMF3) data than r2. Legates and Mccabe [58] finally
stressed that NSE is a necessary quality for any metric of
model evaluation. A value of NSE closer to 1 indicates that
the model (VMF3) can reproduce satisfactorily the observed
(IGS) data, with NSE� 1.0, indicating a perfect match of the
model (VMF3) predictions to the observed (IGS) data. IAr
also measures the degree to which a model prediction is
error-free. It varies between –1 and +1 (–1≤ IAr≤ 1) with
values approaching +1 representing better model perfor-
mance [52]. FAC2measures the fraction or percentage of the
VMF3 model’s predictions within a factor of two or that
satisfies the condition in equation (26) [54, 59]. FAC2 has
been described as a robust performance measure since it is
not overly affected by outliers [59]. FAC2 value closer to 1.0
indicates a closer match between the modelled (VMF3) and
observed (IGS) values and therefore indicates better model
performance. A perfect model has a FAC2�1.

To further investigate the performance of the VMF3-
ZTD model, a multiple comparison test (MCT) with the

ZTD
datasets 

Analysis

IGSVMF3

Use read_vmfGNSS.m
to extract ZTD 

Extracted
VMF3-ZTD 

Extracted
IGS-ZTD

Compare and extract corresponding days of ZTD
values 

Sorted
VMF3 and
IGS-ZTD

Performance
statistics 

Use ReadIGSTrop.m to
extract ZTD 

Figure 3: A summary flow of the methodology.
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“Scheffe” method [60, 61] was performed to test whether the
difference in themean values of the VMF3-ZTD product and
the IGS-ZTD product is significant at 5% significant level
using Matlab multicompare function. &e null and alternate
hypothesis (H0 and Ha) tests are stated as follows:

H0: the difference between the means is equal to 0.
Ha: the difference between the means is different from
0.

Matlab MCT provides an interactive graph with each
group mean represented by a symbol (small circle) and a
comparison interval or bar represented by a line extending
out from the symbol, as shown in Figure 4. Mean of two
groups (e.g., A and B) is significantly different if their in-
tervals are disjoint and significantly indifferent if their in-
tervals overlap or intersect. For a selected group (e.g., B), the
comparison bar is highlighted blue and all other groups that
are significantly different are highlighted red (e.g., A and E).
&e bars for the groups that are not significantly different are
highlighted in grey (e.g., C and D), as shown in Figure 4. It is
important to note that Figure 4 is a sample graph used to
explain the MCT and not a graph created in this study.

4. Results and Discussion

&e focus of this paper is to compare the performance of the
VMF3-ZTD product with the IGS final ZTD product in terms
of precision and accuracy using IGS-ZTD data from five IGS
stations inWest Africa as benchmarks over a five-year period.
&e results of the various statistical computations MB, MAE,
RMSE, IAr, NSE, r, r2, and FAC2 for each IGS station are
summarised in Table 2. As already indicated, to evaluate the
performance of the VMF3-ZTD model predictions, it is
important to measure how well its predictions match the IGS-
ZTD values. &e MB, MAE, and RMSE help to quantify how
close the VMF3-ZTD values are to the IGS-ZTD values. &e
smaller the MB, MAE, and RMSE values (closer to zero) are,
the closer the VMF3-ZTD predictions are to the IGS-ZTD
values, and the better the predictions. It can be seen from
Table 2 that all the stations have smallerMB,MAE, and RMSE
values, demonstrating good agreement between the VMF3-
ZTD and IGS-ZTD values and hence better performance of
the VMF3-ZTD predictions.

Furthermore, to measure the degree of relationship be-
tween the VMF3-ZTD and IGS-ZTD values and to quantify
the proportion of variance in the IGS-ZTD values that is
accounted for by the VMF3-ZTD values, r and r2, respectively,
became useful tools. As discussed above, an r value closer to 1
signifies a high degree of relationship between the IGS and
VMF3 predictions. Also, the larger the r2 value, the greater the
explanatory power. &e results in Table 2 clearly show that all
the IGS stations have r values close to 1, connoting a stronger
relationship between the two datasets based on the criteria in
[62]. It can also be observed that the IGS stations have r2
values close to 1, indicating that a greater portion (94.5%
99.6%) of the total variation in the IGS-ZTD data has been
explained by the VMF3-ZTD data. In line with [57], a model’s
prediction (VMF3) is considered ideal or perfect if r2≥ 0.97 or
r2≥ 0.93 and acceptable if r2≥ 0.90 or r2≥ 0.77. &is implies

that the VMF3-ZTD model predictions match well with the
IGS-ZTD predictions. IGS station CGGNhad the highest r2 of
0.996 (99.6% explained), and YKRO had the lowest r2 of 0.945
(94.5% explained). As evidenced from the scatterplots in
Figure 5, it can be seen very clearly that the data points are
closer to the regression lines, which according to [63], when a
model (VMF3) accounts for more of the variance in the
observed values (IGS), the data points are closer to the re-
gression line. &erefore, this clearly shows the exceptional
predictive performance of the VMF3-ZTD model.

Additionally, to measure the efficiency of the VMF3-
ZTD model predictions as a means of assessing its pre-
dictive performance, NSE, IAr, and FAC2 were utilised.
According to the NSE, IAr, and FAC2 values in Table 2, the
VMF3-ZTD model showed a phenomenal performance in
the prediction of ZTD in the study area. Table 2 shows NSE
values closer to 1 in all the stations. IGS station CGGN
recorded the highest NSE of 0.995 and YKRO the lowest
NSE of 0.907. In accordance with [57, 64] model classifi-
cation criteria, a model is considered perfect for prediction
if NSE≥ 0.93, very good if NSE ≥ 0.80, and satisfactory if
NSE≥ 0.60. Consistent with these model performance
criteria, it is clear that the VMF3 model predictions match
excellently well with the IGS predictions. Moreover, IAr
values approaching +1 represent better model performance
[52] as prior indicated. It is evident from the results in
Table 2 that all the stations have IAr values closer to 1,
indicating a better model performance. Likewise, FAC2
value closer to 1.0 also indicates a closer match between
modelled (VMF3) and observed (IGS) values and therefore
shows better model performance. From Table 2, the VMF3-
ZTD model again demonstrated excellent performance
with 100% of its predictions at all the stations within the
factor of two (FAC2) of the IGS-ZTD data.

Figures 6 and 7 show the daily and yearly variations in
the IGS-ZTD and VMF3-ZTD values at all the IGS stations,
allowing a quantitative comparison between VMF3 model
ZTDs and that of the IGS-ZTDs at each IGS station. Fig-
ures 6 and 7 clearly show a comparable match of perfor-
mance between the two datasets.
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G
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6 7 8

Figure 4: Sample graph of multiple comparisons of group means.
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To further evaluate the degree of correspondence be-
tween the VMF3-ZTD and IGS-ZTD products, Taylor’s
diagram was employed and plotted for the five IGS stations
under study, as shown in Figure 8. Taylor diagrams [65]
graphically display the summary of how closely a model
prediction (VMF3) matches the observations (IGS). &e
similarity between the two models is computed in terms of

the correlation coefficients, centred RMSE, and standard
deviation. From the various graphs in Figure 8, the position
of each coloured symbol (red, blue, yellow, green, and black)
quantifies how closely the VMF3-ZTD predictions at each
station match the IGS-ZTD values. &e black dashed arc in
the diagram represents the observed (IGS) standard devi-
ation at the point marked by “observed” on the x-axis.

Table 2: Statistical evaluation parameters for each IGS station in the study.

Site N MB (M) MAE (M) RMSE (M) r (−) r2 (−) NSE (−) IAr (−) FAC2 (−)
BJCO 1194 0.0008 0.0082 0.0105 0.9817 0.9638 0.9612 0.9905 1.00
YKRO 1180 0.0112 0.0133 0.0170 0.9722 0.9451 0.9068 0.9750 1.00
CGGN 174 0.0025 0.0084 0.0106 0.9978 0.9957 0.9954 0.9988 1.00
DAKR 1245 0.0057 0.0081 0.0102 0.9948 0.9895 0.9849 0.9962 1.00
CPVG 915 −0.0011 0.0057 0.0072 0.9941 0.9883 0.9877 0.9970 1.00
Mean 0.00382 0.00874 0.0111 0.98812 0.97648 0.9672 0.9915 1.00
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Figure 5: Scatterplots showing the strength of association between the IGS-ZTD and VMF3-ZTD at each IGS station. r and r2 are the
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Figure 6: Daily variation in IGS and VMF3 ZTD values at each IGS station for the study period: (a) BJCO; (b) YKRO; (c) CGGN; (d) DAKR;
(e) CPVG.
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Figure 8: Taylor diagrams describing the correspondence between the IGS-ZTD and VMF3-ZTD values over West African IGS stations.
&e solid dots quantify how closely the VMF3-ZTD predictions at each station match the IGS-ZTD values: (a) BJCO; (b) YKRO; (c) CGGN;
(d) DAKR; (e) CPVG.
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Predictions that match well with the observed values will lie
nearest or exactly on the black arc or the “observed” marked
point having high correlation and low RMSEs. &e red
contours indicate the centred RMSE between the IGS and
VMF3-ZTD datasets, which is proportional to the distance
to the “observed” marked point on the x-axis. From Figure 8,
it can be seen that the VMF3-ZTD values at all the stations
agree best with the IGS-ZTD data, with IGS station CGGN
having the best match followed by DAKR and CPVG and
then BJCO and YKRO.

Once more, the result of the multiple comparison test
(MCT) is shown in Figure 9. As already indicated, the MCT
was performed to test whether the difference in the mean
values of the VMF3-ZTD product and the IGS-ZTD product
is significant at 5% significant level. It can be seen in Figure 9
that themean of group 2 (IGS), which is shown in blue, is not
significantly different from group 1 (VMF3), which is shown
in grey, at 95% confidence level in the study area.

Finally, Table 2 also provides the overall average MB:
0.38 cm, MAE: 0.87 cm, RMSE: 1.11 cm, r: 0.988, r2: 0.976,
NSE: 0.967, IAr: 0.992, and FAC2: 1.00 (100%). It is evidently
clear that the VMF3-ZTD model prediction provides such
performance statistics, which demonstrates its excellent
prediction performance.

5. Conclusions

&e ability to precisely and accurately model and predict
tropospheric delays has considerable implications on GNSS
positioning andmeteorological applications. Large data gaps

resulting from inadequate and inconsistency data streaming
from the West African IGS stations obstruct daily contin-
uous ZTD estimates by the IGS centre, thereby degrading the
quality of the ZTD. Consequently, because of the large data
gaps, the provision of continuous daily time-series ZTD data
needed to infer PWV for meteorological applications, cli-
mate monitoring, and atmospheric research in this region is
mired. &e need to investigate alternative data sources to
address this issue is therefore very imperative. &e perfor-
mance of the sitewise VMF3-ZTD product was investigated
in this study as a means of evaluating its suitability for use to
improve continuous daily time-series ZTD data and also as a
substitute in case the IGS-ZTD data at the IGS stations are
unavailable.&e evaluation was conducted by comparing the
VMF3-ZTD product with the IGS-ZTD product using five
selected IGS tracking stations across five West African
countries over a five-year period (2015–2019). Eight distinct
statistical performance measures, MB, MAE, RMSE, r, r2,
IAr, NSE, and FAC2, nonparametric post hoc or MCT, and
graphical representations such as Taylor’s diagrams, scat-
terplots, and time variation plots were utilised to determine
the degree of agreement between the IGS and VMF3 tro-
pospheric delay datasets. &e results of the analysis showed
that the VMF3 tropospheric product performed excellently
well in capturing the overall variations in the IGS zenith
delays at all the IGS sites inWest Africa with an average MB,
MAE, RMSE, r, r2, IAr, NSE, and FAC2 of 0.38 cm, 0.87 cm,
1.11 cm, 0.988, 0.976, 0.992, 0.967, and 1.00 (100%), re-
spectively. Additionally, the MCT further revealed that the
performance of the VMF3-derived ZTD is not significantly
different from that of the IGS-derived ZTD at 5% signifi-
cance level. Finally, on the basis of model performance
evaluation criteria in [57, 64], we conclude that the VMF3
tropospheric product is sufficiently accurate to be used as an
alternative ZTD data source to supplement the IGS tro-
pospheric products just in case the IGS sites data are un-
attainable. &e results of the analysis have also proven that
the VMF3-ZTD data can be utilised as an independent data
source to improve the continuous availability of ZTD data in
West Africa, which can subsequently be used to provide
continuous retrieval of PWV, a key parameter for meteo-
rological applications, climate monitoring, and prediction in
the region.
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